Senior Daughters Workshop Schedule
Thursday, Session 1
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Workshop

Description/Presenter

A Challenge from the Original Prayer
of The Order and Our Vows
Sharon Lundgren

We will look at the wording of the Prayer of The Order and our vows from 1891 as a challenge to use today in our vision for
ministry. Using a PowerPoint presentation, Sharon will share other tidbits of history that will excite and encourage us to
hear what the Lord is asking of us today as Daughters of the King!

Beaded Cross Ornaments
Vicki Patterson

Participants
Workshop
Fullwill design and create a unique beaded cross suitable for use as a pendant or ornament.

Beauty for Ashes - Communing with God through Art
Sandy Carlman

Each participant will create an 8x10 collage to express her present state of emotions (praise, joy, peace, grief, doubt, etc.)
The creative process will be emphasized, rather than the product. All materials will be

as sheFull
relates to God this day.
Workshop
provided.

Bylaws Forum

An Open House format from 3:00 pm until 5:15 pm allows participants to discuss and ask questions about the proposed
revision of the Bylaws. Participants need not attend the entire session.

Compassion for a Hurting World
Reverend Janice Krause

Using Karen Armstrong’s work, Daughters will learn the necessity of compassion and will be empowered with the tools to
become more compassionate.

Designing Chapter Meetings for Spiritual Growth
Reverend Dr. Michael Gemignani

Chapter meetings should be instruments for spiritual growth. This workshop will provide the tools to help chapters achieve
this purpose.

Evangelism 101
Reverend Clayton Elder

"As the Father has sent me, so I send you ." John 20:21. With just a few powerful words, Jesus transmits both the
essence of the Good News, and our responsibility as its recipients. In our time together we will unpack this message and
responsibility, break it down into its simple everyday life applications and see how it begins and ends in the power of the
Trinity. When we "Walk HIS Way" we don't walk alone, but with all the body of Christ and empowered by the Holy Trinity
to both walk and share his way with others.

Follow St. Francis' Example to Walk HIS Way
Kathy Wohnoutka

Participants will explore and discuss the teachings of St. Francis of Assisi on evangelism and create a booklet with a plan to
increase evangelism activities in their lives.

"Lord, What Will You Have Me Do?"
Nancy Kelly
Sacred Spaces
Reverend Mia McDowell

Discovering her spiritual gifts through prayer, scripture reading and a self-evaluation quiz, the partcipant will gain insight
into her spiritual gifts that will help the participant "Walk HIS Way".
The workshop will provide participants with ideas for creating a sacred space for prayer, meditation, and contemplation for
"Walking HIS Way."

Walk HIS Way with Prayer Beads
Linda Rines

Participants will learn how prayer beads and contemplative prayer enable Daughters to "Walk HIS Way" and facilitate

evangelism.
At the end of the workshop, each participant will leave with prayer beads they made themselves and a
Workshop
Full

Walking HIS Way at Christ Church, Jerusalem
Carol Pileggi

handout about prayer beads and contemplative prayer.

With a background of over 200 years of service, the church’s ministry among Jewish people has equipped the church to
share how to “Walk HIS Way” through evangelism and prayer an education about the Jewish root of the Christian faith.
Participants will also learn the history of the first Daughters' chapter in the Middle East.
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Senior Daughters Workshop Schedule
Thursday, Session 2
4:15 pm - 5:15 pm
Workshop

Description/Presenter

Bringing Up the Next Generation of Daughters
Anna Stevenson and Jen Mariano

Guidelines to transition Junior Daughters to become the next generation of Daughters will be presented.
An Open House format from 3:00 pm until 5:15 pm allows participants to discuss and ask questions about the proposed
revision of the Bylaws. Participants need not attend the entire session.

Bylaws Forum
Evangelism - Begins in the Heart, Not in Words
Reverend Dr. Kathleen Price

Participants will be led in a discussion about relationship with God and one another. Evangelism is about sharing our story
of how God has made a difference in our lives.

Evangelism 101
Reverend Clayton Elder

"As the Father has sent me, so I send you ." John 20:21. With just a few powerful words, Jesus transmits both the
essence of the Good News, and our responsibility as its recipients. In our time together we will unpack this message and
responsibility, break it down into its simple everyday life applications and see how it begins and ends in the power of the
Trinity. When we "Walk HIS Way" we don't walk alone, but with all the body of Christ and empowered by the Holy Trinity
to both walk and share his way with others.

Gospel Boxes
Andrea Evans

Gospel Boxes are a new and unique way to share the good news of Jesus Christ. Participants will see a demonstration of
the Gospel Boxes, learn the Scriptural references for the colors of the Gospel Boxes, and hear stories of how Gospel Boxes
may be used in various settings.

Workshop Full

Mandalas - Finding Your Own Way
Terry Krawitz

Using ink pens and coloring pencils, participants will be able to design and color their own mandala. Based on the work of

Workshop
Dr. MaxFull
Luscher, as well as Carl Jung, coloring is a tool that can be used for praying, to relieve stress and relax.

National Enrichment Leaders Training
Christine Budzowski and Barbara Shreve

Learn how to recognize, cultivate, and raise up new leaders from your chapters and assemblies with training led by the
National Enrichment Training Team facilitators.

Poetry As Prayer
Marilyn Zwicker

The presenter will describe the process of using one's surroundings to get to an inner place to write poems and prayers.
Participants will be encouraged to write and share.

Sacred Spaces for Me
Caroline Armstrong

This workshop provides hands-on experience to help participants discern their prayer preferences for a more meaningful
prayer life.
Calling all Singers! Join the "Triennial Choir!" If you would like to learn the anthem and descants for the Closing
Eucharist, come to the 4:15 rehearsals to practice the songs with the Glory Bound Singers. This is your opportunity to be
a part of the first-ever Triennial Choir. Linda Patterson welcomes everyone to a fun, uplifting time together. Preregistration
is needed so that we will have enough copies for everyone. Come one, come all!

Triennial Choir
Linda Patterson
Walk HIS Way with Prayer Beads
Linda Rines

Participants will learn how prayer beads and contemplative prayer enable Daughters to "Walk HIS Way" and facilitate
evangelism. At the end of the workshop, each participant will leave with prayer beads they made themselves and a
handout about prayer beads and contemplative prayer.

Workshop Full
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Senior Daughters Workshop Schedule
Friday, Session 1
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Workshop

Description/Presenter

Beaded Cross Ornaments
Vicki Patterson

Participants will design and create a unique beaded cross suitable for use as a pendant or ornament.
Workshop
Full

Compassion for a Hurting World
Reverend Janice Krause

Using Karen Armstrong’s work, Daughters will learn the necessity of compassion and will be empowered with the tools to
become more compassionate.

Designing Chapter Meetings for Spiritual Growth
Reverend Dr. Michael Gemignani

Chapter meetings should be instruments for spiritual growth. This workshop will provide the tools to help chapters achieve
this purpose.

Evangelism 101
Reverend Clayton Elder

"As the Father has sent me, so I send you ." John 20:21. With just a few powerful words, Jesus transmits both the
essence of the Good News, and our responsibility as its recipients. In our time together we will unpack this message and
responsibility, break it down into its simple everyday life applications and see how it begins and ends in the power of the
Trinity. When we "Walk HIS Way" we don't walk alone, but with all the body of Christ and empowered by the Holy Trinity
to both walk and share his way with others.

Follow St. Francis' Example to Walk HIS Way
Kathy Wohnoutka

Participants will explore and discuss the teachings of St. Francis of Assisi on evangelism and create a booklet with a plan to
increase evangelism activities in their lives.

Gospel Boxes
Andrea Evans

Gospel Boxes are a new and unique way to share the good news of Jesus Christ. Participants will see a demonstration of

the Gospel
Boxes, learn the Scriptural references for the colors of the Gospel Boxes, and hear stories of how Gospel Boxes
Workshop
Full
may be used in various settings.

How to Walk HIS Way in Grief
Reverend Kristi Alday
National Enrichment Leaders Training
Christine Budzowski and Barbara Shreve
Poetry As Prayer
Marilyn Zwicker

This workshop will help participants understand the complexities of grief and how to work with someone in grief.
Learn how to recognize, cultivate, and raise up new leaders from your chapters and assemblies with training led by the
National Enrichment Training Team facilitators.
The presenter will describe the process of using one's surroundings to get to an inner place to write poems and prayers.
Participants will be encouraged to write and share.

Sacred Spaces
Reverend Mia McDowell

The workshop will provide participants with ideas for creating a sacred space for prayer, meditation, and contemplation for
"Walking HIS Way."

Walk HIS Way with Prayer Beads
Linda Rines

Participants will learn how prayer beads and contemplative prayer enable Daughters to "Walk HIS Way" and facilitate
evangelism. At the end of the workshop, each participant will leave with prayer beads they made themselves and a
handout about prayer beads and contemplative prayer.

Workshop Full
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Senior Daughters Workshop Schedule
Friday, Session 2
4:15 pm -5:15 pm
Workshop

Description/Presenter

A Challenge from the Original Prayer
of The Order and Our Vows
Sharon Lundgren

We will look at the wording of the Prayer of The Order and our vows from 1891 as a challenge to use today in our vision for
ministry. Using a PowerPoint presentation, Sharon will share other tidbits of history that will excite and encourage us to
hear what the Lord is asking of us today as Daughters of the King!

Bringing Up the Next Generation of Daughters
Anna Stevenson and Jen Mariano

Guidelines to transition Junior Daughters to become the next generation of Daughters will be presented.

Evangelism - Begins in the Heart, Not in Words
Reverend Dr. Kathleen Price

Participants will be led in a discussion about relationship with God and one another. Evangelism is about sharing our story
of how God has made a difference in our lives.

How to Walk HIS Way in Grief
Reverend Kristi Alday

This workshop will help participants understand the complexities of grief and how to work with someone in grief.
International Daughters will tell their stories about their lives and service as Daughters of the King, particularly focusing on
evangelism.

International Daughters
"Lord, What Will You Have Me Do?"
Nancy Kelly

Discovering her spiritual gifts through prayer, scripture reading and a self-evaluation quiz, the partcipant will gain insight
into her spiritual gifts that will help the participant "Walk HIS Way".

Mandalas - Finding Your Own Way
Terry Krawitz

Using ink pens and coloring pencils, participants will be able to design and color their own mandala. Based on the work of
Workshop
Full
Dr. Max
Luscher, as well as Carl Jung, coloring is a tool that can be used for praying, to relieve stress and relax.

Sacred Spaces for Me
Caroline Armstrong
Triennial Choir
Linda Patterson
Walk HIS Way with Prayer Beads
Linda Rines

This workshop provides hands-on experience to help participants discern their prayer preferences for a more meaningful
prayer life.
Calling all Singers! Join the "Triennial Choir!" If you would like to learn the anthem and descants for the Closing
Eucharist, come to the 4:15 rehearsals to practice the songs with the Glory Bound Singers. This is your opportunity to be
a part of the first-ever Triennial Choir. Linda Patterson welcomes everyone to a fun, uplifting time together. Preregistration
is needed so that we will have enough copies for everyone. Come one, come all!
Participants will learn how prayer beads and contemplative prayer enable Daughters to "Walk HIS Way" and facilitate
evangelism. At the end of the workshop, each participant will leave with prayer beads they made themselves and a
handout about prayer beads and contemplative prayer.
With a background of over 200 years of service, the church’s ministry among Jewish people has equipped the church to
share how to “Walk HIS Way” through evangelism and prayer an education about the Jewish root of the Christian faith.
Participants will also learn the history of the first Daughters' chapter in the Middle East.

Workshop Full

Walking HIS Way at Christ Church, Jerusalem
Carol Pileggi
Walking HIS Way On the Pilgrimage Path
Pam Runyon

Pam Runyon and her husband have walked over 2500 miles on six pilgrimages to Santiago, Spain and Rome, Italy. She
will share some of her experiences and opportunities for evangelism on the way. Although everyone cannot walk hundreds
of miles on pilgrimage, we all have opportunities to walk alongside others, finding joy in the journey.
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